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Abstract—This study uses data provided by BMKG Indonesia which is downloaded from the website www.webdc.eu. The data processing is done by using some software, one of them is Matlab to run Isola software. The software provides information about the fault direction. In addition, this study also uses Coulomb 3.3 software to provide information on subsequent earthquake forecasts. The results showed that the earthquake that occurred on 27th February 2015 gave impact to Coulomb’s increase and decrease of stress to some areas in the northern mainland of Flores. The impact of this major earthquake is expected to trigger an earthquake that occurred in northern Flores. Based on the results of data processing obtained from focal mechanism is oblique reverse with the first nodal value strike 139, dip 73, and rake 50. While on the second nodal has a strike value 30, dip 43, and rake 154. Main earthquake impact Coulomb stress increase of 0.15-0.2 bar. Meanwhile, Coulomb stress result obtained shear value -18.890, normal -0.217, and Coulomb -19.976.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Flores island is one of the mainland in the East Nusa Tenggara Islands, which belongs to the small Sunda Islands group with Bali and NTB, with an area of about 14,300 km², located at 123°25'-127°19 'East Longitude 8°17'-10°22' South Latitude. The earthquake that occurred on the island of Flores is caused by Back Arc Thrust which stretches across the Flores Sea parallel to the archipelago of Bali and Nusa Tenggara in the form of segments, where there are major segments as well as minor segments. Back Art Thrust is a fault tectonic structure rising behind the arch of the archipelago. This structure is formed by the backlash of the Euresia plate against the Indo-Australian ocean plate. The phenomenon of arc-continent collision is thought to be the controller of this rising deformation mechanism. The western segmentation fault is known as the rising fault of Flores (Flores thrust) that stretches from northeast Bali to northern Flores. Flores Thrust is known as a destructive earthquake generator that will constantly threaten to shake the arch of the archipelago. This fault became very popular because on 12 December 1992 caused the Flores earthquake followed by tsunami tidal wave that killed 2,100 people. Eastern segmentation fault is known as Wetar rising fault (Wetar thrust) that stretches from north of Alor island to Romang island. This structure is no less dangerous than Flores thrust in terms of producing large earthquakes and damaging the area of NTT. Estimating an aftershocks needs to be done to reduce material losses caused by the earthquake. By conducting Coulomb stress calculation then it can be estimated the potential areas for aftershocks occurrence.

The Research about earthquake and volcano relation is done by Walter, et al. [1], in which the observation states that the occurrence of tectonic earthquakes around Merapi has proven to increase the extrusion of magma.

Figure 1. Geological map of Flores Island [2].

Figure 1 shows a geological map showing the rock structure of the island of Flores, which is generally igneous type.
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The coordinate system in Figure 2 shows the fractured plane subjected to normal stress and shear stress. The system shows the fault field that is subjected to normal stress or what is called the main stress component and the shear stress component in the fault field [5].

II. METHOD

This research used earthquake data obtained from BMKG site which can be seen at www.webdc.eu taken since 09-29-2012 to 04-02-2018. The data consist of earthquake events for at least 4.8 SR occurred on coordinates of 7.020˚S - 10.210˚S South Latitude and 118.030˚E - 124.750˚E East Longitude. The downloaded data shown some earthquake parameters that include time, magnitude, and the location of the earthquake. Downloaded data is still in. SEED (Standard for Exchange of Earthquake Data) format. To be used in the next process then the data format should be changed in the form of format. SAC (Seismic Analysis Code). Furthermore, the data conducted by using Seisgram2K software to get the travel time of P and S wave. Then the data picking processed by using VELEST software to get model of local earth velocity. After getting local earth velocity model, data is processed by using ISOLA-GUI to get the focal mechanism form and moment tensor value of main earthquake. The result data from ISOLA-GUI were processed further by using coulomb stress software to estimate the area that experienced increase and decrease stress stress caused by main earthquake.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the result of Velest data processing obtained form model of local earth Flores:

In figure 3, number 14 shows the number of layers, and the numbers 0.0 to 610 indicate the depth of the layer. Whereas VP is the primary wave velocity and VS is the secondary wave velocity. The control of this method is the conformity of the seism tectonic conditions of the study and the minimum error value (RMS), the smaller of RMS value is the better. [6], [7] When obtaining the local earth model by looking at the RMS value of each earthquake event in general <1, then the next data processing to get the model of the beach ball, moment tensor, synthetic wave form and observation of each station and dip, strike and rake value, as seen in the picture below.

Figure 4 shows that there are three seismic stations, namely MMR, PLA and SAV 1 which result from processing ISOLA data, the reduction variance value is...
0.76 (76%). It means that the results of processing this data can be used as a reference for further data processing.

In addition, there are strike values, dip and rake. Strike is a line formed from the intersection of a planar plane with a horizontal plane viewed from the north; DIP is the degree of slope formed between planar and horizontal planes perpendicular to the strike line; rake is the angle formed by strike and DIP.

![Figure 5. Wave form synthetic vs observation.](image)

![Figure 6. Result of HC-PLOT](image)

The control of this method is the value of the reduction variance. The value of the reduction variance is the percentage of fitting waveform observation with synthetic waveform. Good fittings could be indicated from a variance value greater than 65% [8]. From the results of ISOLA above can be seen that the value of reduction variance of 76%. This indicates that the 3 earthquake stations used give almost the same waveform. Based on the result of data processing above obtained by focal mechanism of earthquake of 27-02-2015 is oblique reverse with values as follows:

### TABLE 1.
**THE EARTHQUAKE VALUE MOMENT TENSOR COMPONENT BY EVENT 27-02-2015.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Mrr</th>
<th>Mtt</th>
<th>Mpp</th>
<th>Mrt</th>
<th>Mrp</th>
<th>Mtp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015-02-27</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>-0.306</td>
<td>-4.224</td>
<td>2.808</td>
<td>-0.857</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:45:05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2.
**VALUE OF STRIKE, DIP, AND RAKE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Plane I</th>
<th>Plane II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strike</td>
<td>Dip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-02-27</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:45:05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3.
**LENGTH AND WIDTH OF FAULT PLANE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Width (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015-0227</td>
<td>43.65</td>
<td>18.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:45:05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 7. Output Coulomb Stress by event 27-02-2015.](image)

Information:

- : The earthquake by event 17-08-2015.
- : The earthquake by event 23-08-2016.

Based on results of Coulomb Stress below can be seen that the red lobes that have pressure exceeds 0.2 bar, the effect is not too reaching the island of Flores so that the...
impact is not too harmful. And the effects of this quake provide the possibility of aftershocks that may not be too large energy. If you see the earthquake data in the webdc catalog, there are some earthquake events that occur in the north of Flores but in a small magnitude scale. This may be the effect of residual stresses due to regions entering the red lobe region. However, there is still a lower left lobe area that has not provided an earthquake with a scale of 4.8 SR, which this area should be anticipated in order for an earthquake to not cause severe damage.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the above results it can be concluded:

1. The focal mechanism of Earthquake 27-02-2015 has a reverse focal mechanism oblique with nodal plane I: strike 139, dip 73 and rake 50. While the nodal plane II: strike 30, dip 43, and rake 154.

2. Based on the results of Coulomb stress change, due to the main earthquake caused changes in pressure in areas of aftershocks are:
   a. The area of the earthquake of 17-08-2015 experienced an increase in Coulomb pressure of 0.1 - 0.15 bar.
   b. The earthquake dated 23-08-2016 some areas experienced an increase in Coulomb pressure of 0.15 to 0.2 bar and other areas decreased from 0.15 to 0.2 bar.
   c. Earthquake area dated 09-10-2017 some areas decreased Coulomb pressure of 0.05 - 0.1 bar.
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